
 

           Design Thinking and Creativity for Business 
 
Training Course Introduction 
Design Thinking is an innovative approach to develop solutions to complex problems and to bring new 
products or services to market. Focused on listening, user empathy, whole-brain thinking, collaboration, and 
experimentation, design thinking can be applied in any field. The basic principles of design thinking is how 
we understand what the world looks like from the perspective of the person we’re trying to create value for, 
which will let participants develop deep insight into the way they see the world. Then creatively generate 
ideas based on those insights. So, we always want to keep plenty of options, experiment and be open to 
disconfirming data. It turns out all of these approaches to making decisions are really helpful in your private 
life as well as in your Business life. This Boost course will help you to develop your creative thinking skills 
needed to innovate in any organisational context. Improving your creative skills will help you to develop and 
support a creative culture within your organisation.   

 
Training Course Objectives 
 

At the end of the training course, participants will be able to: 
 

• Recognize the importance of creativity generally & Design Thinking specifically into Personal & 
business context. 

• Identify the relationship between creativity, design thinking and entrepreneurship. 

• Explore the 4 phases questions way before beginning the Design thinking process. 

• Apply the steps of design thinking methodology. 

• Discover the Storytelling principles for pitching your prototype effectively to persuade & 
engage. 

 
Target Participants  

 

This program is ideal for professionals from any industry, also, it is suitable for each and everyone 
who are tasked with problem solving and are looking for new approaches to finding solutions.  
The workshop nature of this program is particularly useful to teams from the same organization or 
community who also want to use the program to tackle an organizational design challenge, or a 
community related new direction. 
 

Training Course Methodology  

 

The training course is designed to be interactive and participatory, and includes various learning tools 

to enable the participants to operate effectively and efficiently in a multifunctional environment. The 

course will use lectures and presentations, exercises, experiential and exposure to real world problems 

and policy choices confronting delegates. 

 
 



 

Training Course Curriculum 

Day 1  

• A Human-centered Approach Introduction 

o The Genesis of “Design Thinking” 

o Design thinking is the glue between disciplines  

o Human brain is made for Creativity: George Land Experiment 

o Real life examples where Design thinking process is the Hero 

o The 10 principles of Design thinking 

• University of Virginia’s Way:        

o  Before we begin: the 4 phases Questions: 

✓ What is?  

✓ What if? 

✓ What Wows? 

✓ What Works? 

Day 2  
• The Double Diamond Model of Design Thinking 

o Integrating brain powers: 

✓ Divergent Vs Convergent Thinking 

✓ The Problem Vs Solution Space 

• The process of Double diamond model 

o Phase 1 “Empathize” 

o Phase 2 “Define”   

o Phase 3 “Ideate”   

o Phase 5 „Prototype”   

o Phase 6 “Test” 

Day 3 
• Storytelling as design thinking tool 

o Why brand storytelling is important 

o Stories that evoke “Remember this” brain trigger 

o The Hollywood Story Arc 

• Story-selling six tips: 

o Make it Collaborative 

o Make it Human 

o Make it Structured 

o Make it Real(ish) 

o Make it Visual & engaging 

o Make it Tangible & performative 


